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ABSTRACT

We develop a new nger sear h tree with worst- ase onstant
update time in the Pointer Ma hine (PM) model of omputation. This was a major problem in the eld of Data Stru tures and was tantalizingly open for over twenty years while
many attempts by resear hers were made to solve it. The
result omes as a onsequen e of the innovative me hanism
that guides the rebalan ing operations ombined with in remental multiple splitting and fusion te hniques over nodes.
Keywords

balan ed trees, update operations, nger sear h trees, data
stru tures, omplexity
1.

(1) stru tural hanges, but the nodes to be hanged have
to be sear hed in (log ) time. Lev opoulos and Overmars
([13℄) presented an algorithm a hieving (1) worst ase update time by using a global splitting lemma that is based
on a pebble game ombined with the bu keting te hnique of
Overmars ([14℄). Instead of storing single keys in the leaves
of the sear h tree, ea h leaf an store a list of several keys.
Unfortunately, the bu kets in [13℄ have size (log2 ), so
they need a two level hierar hy of lists in order to guarantee (log ) query time within the bu kets. Deletions are
handled by means of global rebuilding. Fleis her ([7℄) presented a simpler approa h to the problem. The rebalan ing
of the tree is distributed over the next log insertions into
the bu ket whi h was split. Ea h bu ket is equipped with
a pointer pointing to an an estor or to a node near an anestor of the spe i bu ket. Insertions are performed by
rst inserting the new key into its respe tive bu ket. Let
be the node pointed by the pointer of the bu ket. If
has out-degree larger than then is split into two small
nodes, otherwise is left inta t. In any ase the pointer of
the bu ket is moved up one level. It is proved that starting
from an ( ) tree, the degree of the internal nodes annot
grow more than 2 and the size of the bu kets an grow up
to 2 log . Deletions are handled simply by using the global
rebuilding te hnique.
Finger sear h trees are sear h trees for whi h the sear h
pro edure an start from any leaf of the tree, (this starting
element is termed a nger) and the time omplexity of the
sear h pro edure is asymptoti ally equal to the logarithm
of the distan e between the nger and the sear h element.
In the RAM model of omputation nger sear h tres with
onstant update time have already been devised by Dietz
and Raman ([5℄), while re ently Andersson and Thorup ([1℄)
have surpassed the logarithmi bound on the sear h pro edure. These two papers are based on a global rebalan ing
s heme ombined with the bu keting te hniques presented

O

INTRODUCTION

The balan ed sear h tree is one of the most ommon data
stru tures used in algorithms. Assuming that the update position is known, balan ed sear h trees with (1) amortized
update time have been presented long ago ([6, 14℄). It has
also been known ([6, 16℄) that updates an be performed in
O
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in [13℄. For the pointer ma hine model of omputation, steps
have been made towards this dire tion by resear hers (see
[3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 12, 17℄), but the problem remained tantalizingly open. The best solution is given by Brodal ([3℄),
who proposed a nger sear h tree with onstant insertion,
but with (log ) deletion time. This time bound of the
delete operation is a dire t result of our diÆ ulty to handle
eÆ iently deletions in a lo al rebalan ing setting.
In this paper we will present the rst onstant update nger sear h tree. Note that the spa e requirements of this
stru ture will be, by ontru tion, linear sin e in onstant
time we an only a ess onstant amount of spa e. However,
the te hnique of global rebuilding is essential to guarantee a
linear bound on spa e omplexity in the long-term. In Se tion 2 we des ribe the basi te hnique used to a hieve the
alleged result. In Se tion 3 we des ribe a nger sear h tree
that supports only the operation of insertion in worst- ase
onstant time. This stru ture an be seen as an alternative
solution to the insertion only algorithm of [3℄. In Se tion 4
we des ribe a nger sear h tree that supports solely the operation of deletion in worst- ase onstant time. In Se tion 5
we sket h the me hanism needed to guarantee eÆ ient nger sear hes. Finally, in Se tion 6 we ombine both solutions
analyzed in previous se tions and we on lude at Se tion 7
with some nal remarks. We must note that we left many
te hni al details for a future journal version.
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Figure 1: The stru ture of a omponent A in a tree
T . By C R we represent the
omponent re ord.

1.

the omponent with handle is destroyed
and the nodes that on e belonged to be ome singleton omponents.
2. Add( , ): adds the node in the omponent with handle ( omponent in Figure 1) ontaining the father
of .
3. Find( ): returns the root of the omponent where
node belongs.
4. Link( , ): links omponents with handles and into
a new single omponent with handle . It is assumed
that nodes and are siblings and that immediately
after the Link operation is absorbed by (an in remental fuse operation in the setting of ( , )-trees).
Break(z ):
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THE COMPONENTS

The te hnique of omponents is based on an idea previously used in the work of Brodal on making worst- ase partially persistent data stru tures ([2℄). Components de ne a
logi al partition over the set of non-leaf nodes of the nger
sear h tree into onne ted subtrees that di tate the position
of the rebalan ing operations. We assume that we are given
a height-balan ed sear h tree and a omponent over the
nodes of , where is a subtree of rooted at the node
. All leaves of have equal depth. We say that the
leaves are at level 0 while the level of a node is equal to the
level of its hildren plus one. The maximum degree i and
the minimum degree i of a node at level is a fun tion of
with the ex eption of the root that has minimum out-degree
equal to two. Let i = ab , be the ratio of i and i for level
.
Initially, all nodes of are singleton omponents, that is
omponents with only one node. The root of a singleton
omponent is the node itself. For the general omponent
root of the omponent is
and this node will be the
handle of the omponent. In addition, all nodes 2 who
have a hild su h that 62 onsistute the border of omponent , whi h is represented by
( ). As we will
see in the following se tions the border of a omponent is
the part of the omponent that absorbs all the disturban es
aused by rebalan ing operations in their subtrees. In Figure 1 we depi t the stru ture of a omponent on a tree
with root =
. These omponents must be maintained under the operations of Link and Find, whi h is well
known that annot be implemented in onstant worst- ase
time in the PM (see [15℄). However, here we exlpoit the speial stru ture of the omponents and as a result we are able
to a quire a worst- ase onstant time omplexity. We would
like to support the following operations on omponents in
worst- ase onstant time:
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We represent ea h omponent by a omponent re ord. The
omponent re ord for omponent has a pointer to
as well as a bit valid that indi ates whether is a valid
omponent (valid=TRUE) or an invalid one (valid=FALSE).
When a omponent is invalid then ea h node that points to
the respe tive omponent re ord is a singleton omponent.
Ea h node 2 has a pointer to the omponent re ord
of . In this way operation Find( ) is performed in worstase onstant time. Operation Add( , ) is also performed
in onstant time sin e we just need to make the pointer of
node to point to the omponent re ord of the omponent
with root . We assume that the omponent with root
is valid. Operation Break( ) is easily performed in onstant
time by setting the ag valid of the omponent re ord of the
omponent with handle equal to FALSE. Finally, operation Link( , ) an be implemented in onstant worst- ase
time due to the spe ial stru ture of the omponents. This
is a hieved by using fusion re ords. The omponents that
must be joined have their omponent re ords point to this
fusion re ord whi h further points to the root of the joined
omponents. Thus, ea h omponent may be represented by
its omponent re ord or by the fusion re ord when the omponent re ord points to one. When two omponents that
are represented by fusion re ords be ome joined, we in rementally move the omponent re ords from the one fusion
re ord to the other. In Se tion 4 this operation is ne essary
and we will see there that we have enough time to perform
it in rementally.
We will now sket h how the me hanism of omponents is
integrated in a height balan ed tree to guide the rebalan ing operations as a onsequen e of the update operations in
its leaves. Assume a leaf , its father and its grandfather
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and assume that is the re eiver of an update operation
(either insertion or deletion). The re eiver of an update operation is the leaf pointed by the nger that di tates the
position of the update operation. If is a singleton omponent (either the omponent re ord to whi h points indiates that is the root or this omponent re ord is invalid)
then a rebalan ing operation is performed and it is added to
the omponent of . If belongs in a non-singleton omponent , then we rebalan e =
, we break and
nally we add in the omponent of its father. Thus, when
an update operation takes pla e inside a omponent (that is
at a leaf of a node that belongs to this omponent) then we
make a rebalan ing operation at the root of this omponent.
Operation Link is ne essary as we will see in Se tion 4 for
the performan e of fusion operations. We silently assumed
that we have an eÆ ient rebalan ing s heme and that in
addition this s heme guarantees a ontrollable out-degree of
internal nodes. In the following se tions we will see how to
an el these assumptions.
The main problem with the te hnique of omponents is
that it is not fast enough on erning the traversal of the anestors with large height. This fa t is given in the following
lemma.
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1.

A node v is rebalan ed after its hildren are
twi e rebalan ed in the worst- ase.
Lemma

v

i

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: The de nition of split groups at the border
of omponents (v is at level i while w is at level i +1),
(a) v is a singleton omponent while w belongs to a
non-singleton omponent, (b) v is inserted into the
omponent of w, ( ) the omponent of w is broken
and (d) v belongs to the omponent of w where w is
the root.

Assume node at level with maximum degree i . To
guarantee an upper bound on the out-degree of internal
nodes when we use the omponent me hanism we must perform a multiple split operation, that is to split into many
nodes i with out-degree at least equal to i . Thus, we need
to split into at most i nodes. In Figure 2 it is easy to see
that when edge ( ) is green (phase (a)) then all hildren
of may split resulting in phase (b). Phase ( ) is derived
from phase (b) by performing a Break operation on the omponent that belongs. Finally, phase (d) is derived from
phase ( ) when all hildren of are again multiple split.
Thus, a green edge may produ e up to i red edges while a
red edge may produ e up to i D-red edges. From the disussion above it is lear that D-red edges don't produ e any
new nodes. These observations an be expressed by the use
of a potential fun tion . This fun tion ounts the number
of new edges introdu ed in a node at level + 1 due to splitting operations at level . We de ne the potential fun tion
for an arbitrary node at level + 1 represented by i+1 as
follows:
( i+1 ) = i2  #green + i  #red + #D-red
(1)
where #green denotes the number of green edges, #red denotes the number of red edges and #D-red denotes the number of D-red edges.
We would like to bound this potential by the maximum
degree of i+1 , that is we need to hoose i+1 su h that:
( i+1 )  i+1
(2)
In the above dis ussion we implied that multiple splitting
of a node is imperative to guarantee an upper bound on the
out-degree of internal nodes. The problem is how to implement this multiple splitting pro edure in onstant worstase time while satisfying Equation 2. This will be a hieved
by using multiple levels of indire tion and by in remental
s heduling te hniques.
It is essential to des ribe how hild pointers are stru tured
in this tree stru ture . The nodes of tree are partitioned
into split groups and only onse utive nodes may be part
of a split group. Nodes3 at level ontain at least i hild
pointers and at most i 1 . The hild pointers of a node are
further partitioned into blo ks with ea h blo k at level storing less than i + 2 i 1 edges. The partitioning of the hild
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Assume a node in the omponent that belongs to
( ). Then, all of its hildren must be rebalan ed at least one time to ensure that 62
( ). When
breaks, then all of the hildren of may be rebalan ed
before gets rebalan ed as a root of a non-trivial omponent
(a omponent whi h does not onsist of a single node). In
addition, a node is rebalan ed three times if and only if the
omponent me hanism does not add this node to the omponent of its father. However, it is lear by the me hanism
of omponents that this situation is not possible and as a
result the lemma follows.
Proof.
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Lemma 1 means that the ost of rebalan ing, when using
this s heduling algorithm, is exponentially in reasing with
respe t to height . Thus, this te hnique is not enough by
itself to guarantee a bounded out-degree of internal nodes.
However, we will see in the following se tions that by making the rebalan ing operations more aggressive we an ompensate for the ineÆ ien y of the omponent me hanism.
The term \aggressive" means that instead of making binary
splits or binary fusions we perform multiple splits and multiple fusions respe tively.
j

3.

THE CASE OF INSERTIONS

In this se tion we assume that we an only insert new elements in the tree stru ture (the dis ussion for deletions is
postponed to the next se tion). The solution we are going
to des ribe an be seen as a simpli ed/alternative solution
to the insertions only algorithm des ribed in ([3℄). First we
must formulate the main problem of the omponent me hanism. This problem is lo ated in the border of a omponent.
In Figure 2 we depi t the four di erent situations that an
happen in
( ). The olors over the edges des ribe
the potential of the hild node to give new nodes through
su essive splitting operations.
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Figure 3: The stru ture of a single split group at
level i. The split group onsists of a set of nodes
whi h are further partitioned into a three-level hierar hy of blo ks.
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pointers of a node into blo ks is a omplished by stru turing blo ks in a three-level tree stru ture. The omponent
me hanism on tree is de ned over the set of split groups
in . Intuitionally, if we ollapse ea h split group into a single node then the tree that results (we an all it the group
tree) in fa t implements the multiple split operation, as we
will see later in this dis ussion. The operations applied on
split groups are Break( ), whi h breaks the split group
into singleton split groups (split groups with just one node)
and Add( , ) that adds node to split group .
Ea h split group is represented by a split group re ord
with a pointer to the respe tive omponent, a boolean eld
ag that indi ates whether the split group is broken or not
and a father pointer. Ea h node has a node re ord that
stores a pointer to the split group of the node. For a node
we allow the operation Split( ) that reates a new node
0 to the right of ( and 0 both belong in the same
split group). The new node 0 is formed by moving a set
of blo ks of hild pointers from to 0 . Two operations
an be applied on blo ks, Add( , 0 ) and Remove( ). The
former operation adds a new hild pointer 0 next to the
hild pointer while the latter operation removes a hild
pointer from the blo k. Finally, we apply on blo ks the
pair me hanism, whi h in fa t implements the in remental
splitting of this obje t. Ea h pair of blo ks onsist of two
blo ks and ea h blo k is ontained in exa tly one pair. All
pairs of blo ks at level store at least i hild pointers with
the possible ex eption of the root. On pairs we apply the
operation Break( ) so that if = ( 1 2 ), where i is a
blo k and j i j  i , then after this operation two new pairs
0 = ( 1 10 ) and 00 = ( 2 20 ) substitute where 10 and
0
2 are empty blo ks. In Figure 3 we depi t the internal
stru ture of split groups.
Firstly, we will des ribe the insertion algorithm based on
Figure 1, and then we will pro eed to the analysis dis ussion.
So assume that we want to insert a new element immediately to the right of an element . We rst lo ate the root
=
of the omponent that ontains the father of .
Break omponent and insert split group into the omponent of its father (note that is just a node that
belongs to a split group). Break into singleton groups and
split into two nodes, and 0 . The new node 0 is formed
by moving from the rightmost blo k at level two of the
internal stru ture of blo ks. Then 0 is added to the blo k
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that ontains as a hild (this is the implementation of operation Add( , 0 )). The new node 0 belongs to a pair of
blo ks. If the leftmost blo k of the pair has size  i + i 1
move the rightmost edge of the left blo k to the right blo k.
If the right blo k has size  i and there is a split group
with edges in both blo ks of the pair move one edge from
left to right. Note that after at most i 1 su h operations,
all elements of the split group have been moved to the right
blo k and the pair an be split at this time. Finally, he k
the levels two and three of the hierar hy of blo ks for pairs
that need splitting.
In order to prove the orre tness of the des ribed pro edure we need to guarrantee an upper bound on the degree of
the internal nodes. So,going ba k to Figure 1 assume that
=
is a split group and that its father is a node (inside a split group) that belongs to the omponent . Then
after some operation in a leaf that belongs to omponent ,
we break and we break split group into singleton groups
ontaining only one node. Finally, we insert these singleton
split groups to the omponent of . The break of a split
group into singleton split groups an be implemented in a
lazy way by maintaining a ag in the split group re ord that
indi ates whether the split group is valid or invalid.
We stated previously that the size of a blo k at level +
1 is bounded by i+1 and i+1 + 2 i . Ea h node has at
most 2 2i 1 and at least
1 su h blo k. In this way, ea h
node groups at most 6 3i (requiring i+1 i ) hild pointers
and at least i+1 hild pointers. As a onsequen e, when
starting from a singleton split group at level + 1 we an
learly see that the split group has 6 3i out-degree. Sin e
the maximum degree at level is i and we want to have
singleton split groups with minimum degree equal
to i we
may split ea h split group into at most i = ab singleton
split groups. Thus, if we assume that initially we start with
a singleton group i+1 at level + 1 whose hild pointers
may be of arbitrary olor (green, red or D-red) then the
maximum number of nodes before being split into singleton
groups is i2 .
For the split group i+1 equation 2 states that ( i+1 ) 
i+1 . We need to ensure that the potential in reases only
under ertain onditions so that we an ensure the validity of
equation 2. Sin e one green edge may produ e i red edges
and one red edge may produ e i D-red edges and by equation 1 we dedu e that the potential does not in rease during
the transitions between the four phases shown in Figure 2.
This holds for all ases with the ex eption of the transition
from phase (d) to phase (a), where D-red edges may again
be ome green. In this way we have an in rease in potential
of order ( i2 ) for ea h D-red edge. However, multiple splitting orre ts this problem by making singleton groups with
a ontrollable out-degree.
From the above dis ussion it is easy to dedu e that the
potential bounds the number of hild pointers whi h may be
produ ed by a singleton group. Assuming that this singleton
split at level + 1 has maximum apa ity (it has 6 3i outdegree) and that all hild pointers are green by equations 1
and 2 we dedu e that:
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The following theorem (mat hing the bounds stated in [3℄)
is the result of the above dis ussion:
Theorem 1. Assuming that nger sear hes an be imple-

z

mented eÆ iently, we an maintain a nger sear h tree with
worst- ase onstant nger insertion time when deletions are
not allowed.

4. THE CASE OF DELETIONS

Figure 4: The onse utive phases of binary splits:
(a) group w was just multiple split, (b) the multiple
split of v results in the addition of a hild pointer at
z , (d) the multiple split at level i
1 results in the
addition of one more hild pointer at level i + 1, (e)
a multiple split takes pla e at level i. A single split
group at level i 1 when in phase (a) may produ e
up to bi 1 + 1 hild pointers at level i + 1 when in
phase (e).
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The above analysis would be fully orre t if we had a way
to ensure that binary splittings aused by multiple splittings
one level lower are terminal so that no as ading splittings
of nodes are produ ed. Unfortunately, the de nition of potential does not apture this situation but as we will see with
the appropriate tuning of the me hanism that implements
multiple splitting we ir umvent this problem. We will base
our argument on Figure 4. The me hanism of omponents
as shown in the previous se tion ensures that a split group
at level will be rebalan ed only when the split groups at
level 1 are twi e rebalan ed. This means that a single
hild pointer of a node at level + 1 may produ e at most
2 4i 1 new edges due to multiple splittings at level 1 that
produ e binary splittings at level . Sin e a node at level +1
has maximum apa ity 3i and by the above observations we
dedu e that after the phases depi ted in Figure 4 the number of hild pointers of the node at level +1 will be at most
3 3
3
i i 1 i 1 , where i is the maximum initial out-degree of a
node at level + 1, 3i 1 is the maximum out-degree of a
node at level and i 1 is for the double splitting due to the
omponent me hanism. This means that the out-degree of
nodes is in reased in an un ontrollable fashion. However, if
we hange slightly the multiple splitting me hanism we an
ensure that this situation will not happen. When a multiple
splitting at level takes pla e ( reates i new split groups)
then at level + 1 we reate a new node by moving 2i hild
pointers. This means that we let at this node 2i i free
spa e for edges from binary splittings. Sin e we have i new
nodes we demand that this free spa e is enough for all pointers from binary splittings. Thus, from the above dis ussion
we demand:
2
4
4
(5)
i 2 i i 1 ) i 2 i 1
However, equation 5 is fully overed by equation 4 and so
by hoosing a value for i+1 su h that equation 4 is satis ed
we know for sure that a node will always have pla e for
pointers due to binary splittings and so we an ensure that
as far as insertions are onsidered the out-degree of internal
nodes will be bounded.
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In this se tion we assume that the only allowable operation on an initial set of elements, whi h is represented by
the tree stru ture , is delete( ), where is a pointer to the
leaf that is going to be deleted. The s heduling me hanism
for the rebalan ing operations is the me hanism of omponents. Due to the ineÆ ien y of this me hanism des ribed
in Se tion 2 we need to resort to a multiple version of known
rebalan ing operations for the ase of deletions. In this ase
we are going to use the notion of multiple fusion. The multiple fusion is like the ordinary fuse operation for ( , )-trees
with the diferen e that many nodes parti ipate in this operation. Generally, the strategy we follow for deletions is
symmetri to insertions and this symmetry will be made
expli it whenever ne essary.
Assume that we have a ess to a pro edure that we all
ora le, whi h performs the multiple fusion pro edure in onstant worst- ase time. Thus, the ora le is a me hanism that
takes as input a set of adja ent brother nodes and outputs
in (1) worst- ase time a single node that results from the
fusion of all these nodes. The set of nodes that parti ipates
in a all to the ora le is alled fusion group. We will see later
in this se tion how to an el this assumption. First, re all
Figure 1. In a nutshell, the algorithm for the deletion of a
leaf onsists of ve steps: a) nd the set in whi h the
father of belongs, b)remove leaf , ) break omponent ,
d) all the ora le for the root =
of the omponent
and e) add to the omponent of its father the new node
0 produ ed by the ora le. Below we show, based on the
assumption of the existen e of su h ora le, that the above
algorithm is orre t.
First, we need to de ne the fusion fa tor, i , for all nodes
of ea h level . The fusion fa tor for level is the required
out-degree for ea h new node produ ed by a all to the ora le. Thus, after the appli ation of a rebalan ing operation
implemented by the ora le at level , we an assure that the
new node has out-degree i . We set the lower bound on the
degree of a node to be equal to 2 - in the worst- ase we expe t to have a binary tree. Considering the fusion fa tors of
levels and 1 ( i and i 1 respe tively) we may generate
a re urren e relation that bounds the fusion fa tor, based
on the fa t that the lower bound in the degree of a node is
equal to 2. In this way we produ e the following re urren e
relation: (a a =2)  4, where 1 = 4 (at level 1 we want at
least an out-degree of 4). To generate this re urren e relation we have to note that a node at level with initial out
degree i may, by applying multiple fuse operations twi e at
its hildren due to Lemma 1, have at least degree equal to 2.
The ora le at level 1 needs to fuse at most i 1 2 nodes
(thus, the maximum number of nodes inside a fusion group
is i 1 2) with minimum degree 2 during a multiple fuse
operation at this level while by Lemma 1 the multiple fuses
will involve at most ( i 1 2)2 . It will be made lear below
why we have hosen this fra tion to be larger than 4 and
not larger than 2. Thus, by solving the above re urren e we
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Choosing a value for i su h that equation 6 is satis ed we
may ensure that the above algorithm implements deletions
in onstant worst- ase time with a guaranteed non-trivial
lower bound on the degree of the nodes. However, there
are two issues that need lari ation. The rst one refers
to the maintenan e of omponents under the multiple fuse
operation while the other refers to the stru ture of nodes
and the maintenan e of the lower bound on the degree of
the nodes.
The rst problem as we mentioned above is to maintain
the omponents during a multiple fuse operation. We will
assume that a multiple fuse operation is in fa t a sequen e
of ordinary binary fusions. All possible ases for the fusion
of adja ent nodes are depi ted in Figure 5. In ase (a) we
break omponent rooted at , we fuse it with and add the
new node to the omponent of . In ase (b) we break both
omponents rooted at and and add the new node that
omes from the fusion of and at the omponent of its
father. Finally, ase ( ) is easy to implement by breaking
the omponent rooted at and inserting into its father
omponent by fusing it with its brother . We must also
ensure that this fusion will not lead to a single fusion group
as a hild of a fusion group at the upper level. If this happens, then we annot guarantee the lower bound of 2. This
is due to the fa t that the distribution of update operations
between the di erent subtrees is not known. The following
lemma solves this problem.
Lemma 2. For every distribution of update operations beai
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Figure 5: The three possible di erent situations in
the fuse operation between fusion groups. All other
situations are symmetri .

get:

nism. In fa t, this early break a elerates the me hanism of
omponents.
We must also onsider the internal stru ture of nodes.
Assume a node at level . This node is stru tured into at
least i 1 blo ks of size exa tly i 1 . Thus, the out-degree
of a node at level is 2i 1 immediately after the multiple
fuse operation, whi h of ourse satis es equation 6. In this
way, ea h blo k de nes at least two new nodes at level
1 (due to Lemma 2) after the appli ation of the multiple
fusion operation at this level. Thus, the blo k may have
after this operation less that i 1 hild pointers. To remedy
this problem we form a pair between this blo k and one of
its adja ent blo ks. If both adja ent blo ks already belong
in a pair then break an existing pair and reate a new one.
The me hanism of pairs guarantees that there will be no
as ading breaks of pairs. Nodes (and as a result fusion
groups) are also stru tured into pairs, so that in remental
fusion between nodes is possible. Lemma 2 ensures that
ea h node will have at least two hildren.
In the above dis ussion we assumed the existen e of an ora le to show that by using omponents and the me hanism
of multiple fusion one an ome up with an implementation of deletions in onstant worst- ase time while keeping
the stru ture balan ed. At this point, we need to an el
this assumption. To a hieve this, we have to implement
the multiple fusion operation in an in remental way. This
means that the fusion groups are onstru ted in rementally
and are not formed in onstant worst- ase time as in the
imaginary me hanism of the ora le. The fusion group, as
de ned above, is a set of onse utive nodes that at the end
will form by fusion a single new node. The total out-degree
of a fusion group at level must be at least i , sin e ea h
fusion group is in fa t a node under onstru tion. In addition, note that omponents are de ned on fusion groups
sin e these will be ome single nodes at some time in the future. Below we des ribe when and how the fusion groups
are formed.
First we give some details of the deletion algorithm based
on Figure 1, assuming that we want to delete leaf . The
algorithm follows:
1. Find the omponent in whi h the father of belongs.
Let new fg be the new fusion group whi h is the root
of at level 1.
2. Break . Let the omponent of its father.
3. Add(new fg, ). Let j be the node whi h is father of
new fg and let j +1 be its brother node inside the pair
or if it does not belong in the pair one of its adja ent
nodes. Both nodes belong in the same fusion group
at level (note that is the real node while j and
j +1 are nodes whi h should be fused).
4. Make an in remental fuse operation between j and
j +1 .
5. If
( )  i then fuse an adja ent fusion
group with and fuse the respe tive adja ent blo ks
at level + 1 (all these fusions are in remental).
The above algorithm makes two assumptions. The rst
assumption is that a fusion group is fully ontained in a
blo k one level above. This assumption holds by using the
indu tive argument stemming from the maintenan e of the
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tween subtrees rooted at the hildren of a node v , the hoi e
of the fusion fa tor given in equation 6 an guarantee that
the number of fusion groups is at least 2.
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Proof. Note that in equation 6 we demand that the fra tion be larger than 4. This means that if we were given a
worst- ase sequen e of operations at the hildren of a node
at level beforehand (oine updates), then we ould guarantee that at the end (just before rebalan ing at level ),
would have exa tly 4 hildren (this would work even for 3
hildren). However, sin e the updates are online we have to
de ne fusion groups on the y. However, even in this ase
we an guarantee a lower bound of two hildren for ea h
node sin e there are always many hildren to onstru t two
fusion groups indepedently of the distribution of the update
operations.
In addition, note that the early break of the omponents
does not in ur any problems with the omponent me hav
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blo ks in the deletion algorithm given above. The se ond assumption is that the fusion between nodes that takes pla e
as a result of a multiple fuse one level below may damage
the out-degree of the fusion group one level above. However,
this is not true sin e the fusion between two nodes due to
a multiple fuse in the level below is ontained in the in remental onstru tion of the single node by the fusion group
ontaining both nodes. Thus, generally one ould say that a
multiple fusion (the in remental fusion of fusion groups) at
level 1 results in a binary fusion (the in remental fusion
of nodes) at level whi h further results in the removal of
a hild edge from a blo k at level + 1. Symmetri ally, in
insertions a multiple split at level 1 results in a binary
split at level whi h further results in the insertion of a new
hild pointer in a blo k at level + 1.
In addition, the fusion of adja ent fusion groups a e ts
the omponent me hanism. All possible ases for omponents are depi ted in Figure 5. Case (a) is easy to solve by
inserting fusion group into the omponent with root the
fusion group . Case ( ) is also easy to solve by breaking the
omponent with root and inserting into the omponent
where belongs, after initiating the in remental fusion of
and . Sin e is a full fusion group (it has the ne essary
out-degree) one an say that it may absorbs all of its brothers and thus violate the lower bound of 2 on the degree of
fusion groups. However, this is not the ase sin e we may
fuse with its right or left brother and as a result in the
worst- ase this pro edure will lead to two fusion groups at
the level of . Case ( ) an be ta kled by using the Link operation des ribed in Se tion 2. The aim here is to unite both
omponents rooted at and . This an be a omplished
by the Link operation. However, we mentioned in Se tion 2
that we may have to in rementally join two omponents represented by fusion re ords. The in remental step is to make
a onstant number of omponent re ords to point to one of
the two fusion re ords and it is arried out while exe uting step 4. Sin e this pro edure starts as soon as the fusion
group has i 1 out-degree we have enough time available to
exe ute the transfer of omponenet re ords from one fusion
group to the other.
To summarize, the me hanism of omponents is applied
on fusion groups. The omponents are represented by omponent re ords as in the ase of insertions, but to a hieve a
worst- ase onstant implementation of the union of two adja ent omponents (the adja en y is de ned with respe t to
their roots) we introdu ed another level of indire tion, the
fusion re ords. Thus, ea h omponent is represented either
by a omponent re ord when the pointer eld that points
to the fusion re ord is nill or by the fusion re ord pointed
by this pointer. Ea h fusion group represents a future node
and onsists of a set of nodes with the restri tion that its
out-degree is at least equal to i .
In the above dis ussion we devised a data stru ture that
implements deletions in onstant worst- ase time in the pointer ma hine model of omputation. The only problem now
remaining is to ombine both solutions into a new one that
implements the worst- ase onstant update nger sear h
tree and to show how to support nger sear hes in (log )
time, where is the distan e between the nger and the
element we sear h.
Theorem 2. Assuming that nger sear hes an be implei
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mented eÆ iently, we an maintain a nger sear h tree with
worst- ase onstant nger deletion time when insertions are

not allowed.

5. THE FINGER SEARCH OPERATION

In this se tion we sket h how the tree stru ture for insertions and for deletions an support eÆ iently nger sear hes.
In a nger sear h we are given a nger and an element
and we want to nd element in the tree stru ture starting
the sear h from and ompleting the task in time (log ),
where is the distan e between and in the stru ture.
The main problem with the stru ture is that there are nodes
whi h have large degree and thus we need to investigate the
omplexity of the sear h pro edure in these nodes.
If we solve the problem for the insertion stru ture then we
an apply the same approa h for for the stru ture supporting
deletions as well as for the general stru ture. Ea h blo k at
level + 1 - onsidering the insertion tree stru ture - has
maximum degree 3 i 1 , for whi h by equation 4 holds that
2
. Thus, the degree of the blo ks at level is
i  2
2
(2 ). First we use level linking ([11℄) on the node tree
stru ture. As a result, the sear h pro edure basi ally starts
from a leaf pointed by a nger and traverses the an estors
of until we nd the rst an estor (or one adja ent to this
node by using level pointers) that ontains in his range.
Then we sear h the spe i subtree for . It is imperative to
show an upper bound on the distan e between and based
on the level of node . Assume that is at level . Then,
the maximum distan e will be (22 ) (22 )
(22 ) =
2
(2 ). The lower bound ion the distan e between and
when is at level is (2 ) sin e the minimum degree of
internal nodes is 2. The following Lemma from [3℄ will help:
Lemma 3. There exists a pointer-based implementation
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of nger sear h trees whi h supports arbitrary nger sear hes
in O(log log n +log d) time, and nger updates in worst- ase
onstant time.

Proof. The lemma is obtained by
ombining the nger sear h trees of Dietz and Raman ([5℄) and the sear h
trees of Lev opoulos and Overmars ([13℄). For more details
see [3℄.
We represent ea h blo k by using the stru ture of Lemma 3.
Internal blo ks (they are used in the three level tree stru ture for blo ks) are also stru tured by using Lemma 3. Thus,
the sear h pro edure at the blo ks k of node an be performed in (log log j k j + log ). In the worst- ase j k j =
2
and as a result the nger sear h an be performed
i =2
in (log log 22 + log ) = ( + log ). Assuming that they
have maximum distan e ( = (22 )) we get (for minimum
distan e it is symmetri ):
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sin e log = (2 ).
The pro edure sket hed above an be as well applied in the
ase of deletions with minor modi ations. In addition, the
same te hniques an also be applied in the ombined solution for insertions and deletions des ribed in Se tion 6. The
following theorem summarizes the dis ussion in this se tion.
d

i

Split Group
Record

Fusion Group
Record

...
Split Group

Fusion Group

Block
...
...

Node Record

...

...
...

Node

Figure 6: The hierar hy of obje ts in the tree stru ture is depi ted (split groups onsisting of fusion
groups onsisting of nodes onsisting of blo ks).
This hierar hy is maintained by pointers between
the di erent obje ts, whi h are stored in the respe tive re ords (eg. for a node the respe tive node
re ord has a pointer eld that points to the fusion
group in whi h this node belongs).
Theorem 3. There exists a pointer-based implementation
of nger sear h trees that support arbitrary nger sear hes
in O(log d) time and nger insertions in worst- ase onstant
time. The same holds for the tree stru ture that supports
deletions.

6.

CONSTANT UPDATE FINGER SEARCH
TREES

In this se tion we sket h an implementation of a worstase onstant update nger sear h tree in the pointer mahine based on the stru tures given in Se tions 3 and 4. In
general we have onsidered two strategies to join the stru tures for deletions and insertions in a single data stru ture.
The rst one is to allow the existen e of fusion groups and
split groups simultaneously into the stru ture. However,
with this approa h the stru ture be omes mu h more ompli ated sin e we have to make a distin tion between fusion
omponents and split omponents. The se ond approa h,
whi h we analyze in this paper, is to de ne a hierar hy between split and fusion groups. As a result, omponents refer
to update operations and not solely to insertions or deletions.
The hierar hy of obje ts that we use inside the tree stru ture onsists of blo ks, nodes, fusion groups and nally split
groups and it is depi ted in gure 6. In this way, ea h
split group onsists of fusion groups, whi h are further partitioned into nodes. Finally, nodes onsist of blo ks that
group the hild pointers. The idea of this approa h is the
following: the split group that resides at the root of the omponent is rst split into singleton split groups. A singleton
split group ontains only one fusion group (as in insertions
only ase where ea h singleton split group ontains only one
node). In the extreme ase where only insertions are allowed, the fusion groups will always onsist of single nodes
while in the ase where only deletions are allowed, the split
groups will always ontain only one fusion group with a sufient number of nodes as shown in Se tion 4. In the general
ase, the split groups will ontain a number of fusion groups
whi h further ontain a number of nodes. Thus, intuitively
we managed to have omponents handle both multiple splits

and multiple fusions at the same time. This is a hieved by
applying the omponent me hanism only on split groups.
In Se tions 3 and 4 ertain invariants where applied on
the size of the blo ks and on the size of the nodes. These
invariants must also hold in the general setting where insertions and deletions are allowed simultaneously. The sizes of
fusion and split groups are derived based on the validity of
the invariants given below.
Invariant 1. The maximum out-degree of a blo k at level
is i + 2  i 1 .
Invariant 2. The minimum out-degree of a blo k at level
is 2.
Invariant 3. Ea h node at level
has out-degree at least
2 and at most 3i 1 .
Invariant 4. The fusion fa tor at level +1 must be less
i
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i
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(ai+1

< bi

i
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It is obvious that the initial state satis es invariants 1
to 4. For the extreme ases also holds he same invariants.
For example, if we onsider deletions then the split group
oin ides with the fusion group and thus, invariants 1 to 4
hold by the dis ussion made in Se tion 4. In the ase of
insertions only, the fusion groups oin ide with nodes and
as a result invariants 1 to 4 hold by the dis ussion made in
Se tion 3.
The main diÆ ulty lies in the general setting where insertions and deletions are allowed simultaneously. This problem is related to the intera tion of the me hanisms of deletions and insertions. First, we sket h the update algorithm,
based on Figure 1. Assume that an update operation takes
pla e at leaf . The father of the leaf belongs in the
omponent , while the father (the split group) of
belongs in the omponent . We make a rebalan ing operation at
, whi h assume that lies at level 1. This
rebalan ing operation involves a break of the split group
into singleton split groups (groups with one fusion
group). At this point, if the father node at level is large
or small we respe tively split it or fuse it with an adja ent
node. Thus, we need to apply a size ontrol me hanism for
nodes. We an a hieve this in a straightforward way by requiring that a node with out-degree less than i is small
while a node with out-degree larger than 3i 1 is large. The
result of a binary split (fusion) operation at level is that an
edge is inserted (deleted) at (from) level + 1. At this level
we just have to update blo ks in a manner similar to the
one des ribed in the previous se tions. Below we sket h the
main steps of the update algorithm at a leaf (the algorithm
is based on gure 1).
1. Find the omponent in whi h the father of belongs.
Let new sg be the spit group whi h is the root of at
level 1.
2. Break . Let the omponent of its father.
3. Add(new sg, ) and Break(new sg). Let j be the node
whi h is father of new fg and let j+1 be its brother
node inside the pair or if it does not belong in the pair
one of its adja ent nodes. Both nodes belong in the
same fusion group at level (note that is the
real node while j and j+1 are nodes whi h should
be fused).
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4. If j is small then start an in remental fusion of
and j+1 . If j is a big node then split j .
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5. If
( )  i then fuse an adja ent fusion
group with and fuse the respe tive adja ent blo ks
at level + 1 (all these fusions are in remental). The
split groups should be reorganized a ordingly if affe ted by this operation.
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In step 5 of the algorithm split groups are a e ted by the
fusion of adja ent fusion groups. If the split group is not
singleton, that is it ontains more than one fusion groups,
then none split group is a e ted. However, if the split group
is singleton then if in step 5 the unique fusion group needs
to be fused with some other node then we put this singleton
in an adja ent split group and make the in remental fusion.
The split and fuse operations applied on nodes are in rementally implemented by using the me hanism of pairs. In
general, all size invariants are maintained by applying the
same me hanisms as in Se tions 3 and 4 with some minor
modi ations. Note that the in remental fusion and splits
of nodes a e ts the fusion and split groups in the same way
as des ribed in Se tions 4 and 3 respe tively. In addition,
fusions of nodes does not a e t the split groups. However,
it is ne essary to introdu e the split operation (apart from
the fuse operation) in fusion groups due to splits of nodes.
When a node is split into two nodes, it is ne essary to split
the fusion group into two fusion groups.
This an be a omplished in worst- ase onstant time if we
build a stru ture on nodes similar to the stru ture of blo ks
that onsist a single node. This three level stru ture will
allow us to implement the split of a fusion group in worstase onstant time in a similar way to the split of nodes.
It is easy to maintain a balan ed partition (with respe t
to the out-degree of the nodes) of these nodes sin e their
out-degree is in reased or de reased by one (the insertion or
deletion of an edge respe tively).
The following theorem summarizes the result given in this
paper:
4.

We an maintain a nger sear h tree in
the pointer ma hine model of omputation su h that nger
sear hes are performed in worst- ase optimal time O(log d)
while updates are performed in onstant worst- ase time.
Theorem
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we sket hed a solution to the long-standing
problem of devising worst- ase onstant update nger sear h
trees in the pointer ma hine. This was a omplished by using an innovative s heduling me hanism of rebalan ing operations as well as a multiple version of known rebalan ing
operations in ( , )-trees (fusions and splits).
The solution is ompli ated and we would surely like to see
a simpler solution to this problem that ould also be applied
to trees of onstant out-degree. However, it is our intuition
that to do so one must either enhan e the te hnique of omponents or maybe ombine it with some other te hniques.
In addition, it would be interested to nd appli ations of the
omponent te hnique in other problems. Finally, we must
note that several te hni al details were not in luded in this
extended abstra t but they will be onsidered in a future
journal version.
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